YEAR 2 - 2022
TERM 1 WEEK 6 - TERM 2 WEEK 5

WE ARE LEARNING...
OUR SCHOOL VALUES
To be responsible. We do this by caring for our
environment, making good choices and being honest.
Help me at home by letting me join in with the
housework, preparing meals, feeding pets and organising
myself for school each day.

LITERACY
To 'predict' what might happen in the story at the beginning,
middle and end by using clues from the book.
To 'monitor and fix up' when I lose track of what I have read.
You can help me at home by telling me to stop and ask 'does
that make sense?' when we read together. Check that I am
understanding the story.

NUMERACY
To count to and from 1000 from any given number.
To investigate skip counting patterns focusing on 2, 3, 5 and 10.
To collect, organise and represent data to make simple
inferences.
Help me at home by playing card and dice games with me.
On drives in the car, ask me to count forwards and backwards,
starting from different numbers or skip counting by 2s, 5s
and 10s.

INQUIRY FOCUS
To understand the power of water, why water is needed in
our everyday lives and our responsibility to use it
effectively. We will explore this through student-led
projects, science experiments and group discussions.
Help me at home by explaining the importance of water
and allowing me to help use it more responsibly. Talk to
me about where the water in our house comes from and
goes.

PERSONAL GOALS
To work on my personal reading goal that I have set with
my teacher for Term 1. I will use the strategies I learn at
school during read to self, guided reading, and one-onone feedback sessions with my teachers to help me read
the books that I have at home.

ROUTINES
INSPIRE CENTRE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

THE ARTS

2CHE - Wednesday

2CHE - Thursday

2CHE - Wednesday

2JEE - Wednesday

2JEE - Wednesday

2JEE - Tuesday

2LNE - Wednesday

2LNE - Tuesday

2LNE - Wednesday

2KDS - Wednesday

2KDS - Wednesday

2KDS - Tuesday

2NDS - Wednesday

2NDS - Tuesday

2NDS - Tuesday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL
Building a strong foundation in literacy and numeracy and a curiosity for learning

